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At UFlex, our sustainability vision 

includes adopting sustainable 
business practices that deliver on 
our ‘people’, ‘planet’, and ‘profit’ 
goals while promoting a world of 
coexistence. We are committed 
to becoming net zero by 2035 or 

earlier. 

INNOVATIONS IMPLEMENTED/
CONTRIBUTED to Achieving Net Zero
Our sustainability strategy focuses on 4 R’s: Reduce: We offer PCR 
films with up to 100% post-consumer recycled PET content and a 75% 
reduction in carbon footprint. Recycle: We recycle close to 30,000 MT of 
plastic waste in Poland, Mexico, and India. Our goal is to reach 1,00,000 
MT of recycling by building additional global recycling capacities. Reuse: 
We convert plastic waste material into liquid fuel, hydrocarbon gas, 
and carbon black. Return: We are at an advanced stage of developing  
enzyme-based biodegradable polymers that will convert into biomass in 
the soil under ambient conditions.

STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE Net Zero
We are driven by our purpose to shift to a circular plastics economy 
by ‘keeping plastic in the economy and out of the environment’. One 
of our focus areas is to substitute virgin plastic with recycled content 
in our packaging applications. We recycle post-consumer MLP mixed 
plastic waste into granules, upcycle recycled resins into PCR PET films 
and create sustainable packaging solutions to reduce the use of 
virgin plastic at source. Our portfolio includes low carbon footprint 
films, mono-PE-based structures that are easy to recycle, proposed 
biodegradable polymers and water-based inks.

NET ZERO Goals 
At UFlex, sustainability is embedded in our corporate strategy and all 
our business decisions are aligned with our sustainability vision and 
goals. We aim to be a net-zero company by 2035 and we have been at 
the forefront of sustainability since the early 1990s. A few noteworthy 
achievements (FY23) include:
• A 35.41% increase in recycled or reused raw materials/inputs in 

our production processes as compared to the previous year.
• A reduction of 55.95% in scope 1 emissions from the previous year. 
• A reduction of 14.99% in total waste generated from the previous 

year.  
• An allocation of INR 5 crores p.a. for the next 10 years toward 

R&D for improving the environmental and social impacts of our 
products.

 

MAJOR CHALLENGES TOWARDS 
ACHIEVING Net Zero
Most plastics are made from fossil fuels, which is a major cause of 
increasing the carbon footprint in the environment. This, if not properly 
managed at the end of life, can accumulate in the environment and 
contributes to increased greenhouse gas emissions and pollution. The 
industry needs to find a way to use agro-based plastics, biodegradable 
or compostable plastics and/or develop solutions wherein the usage of 
fossil plastics remains restricted in a narrow band. Till we successfully 
make this transition, we will continue to face challenges in reducing our 
carbon footprint.  

RECOMMENDED SHIFTS TO ENSURE THE 
INDUSTRY MEETS ITS net zero goals
Hundreds of companies have made commitments to reach net zero by 2050 and 
although decarbonization is possible, businesses need help from consumers to 
achieve it. A few recommendations include: 
1. Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) to fuel circularity by obligating brand 

owners & producers to collect, recycle, use recycled content, and reuse wherever 
possible. 

2. Building traceability into supply chains 
3. Guiding citizens, legislators, businesses, and consumers in their policy or 

purchasing decisions 4. Move in the direction of using more biobased plastics 
rather than fossil raw materials.

 

MILESTONES ACHIEVED IN
the last five years
We were the first company, back in 1994, to establish a recycling plant where multi-layer (MLP) 

plastics, considered difficult to recycle, could be treated and were recognized by the “Davos Recycling 
Forum” and the Government of India for our pioneering efforts in this direction. In FY23, we have been conferred several 
awards and accolades including: 
1. Outstanding Work in Circularity Award by the Indian Circularity Forum 
2. Best Employer Brand Award by the World HRD Forum 
3. Best Organization in HR Practices by the Top Rankers Management Club 
4. Silver Award for Technical Innovation by the Flexible Packaging Association, USA 
5. FICCI Chemicals & Petrochemicals Award for Efficiency in Water Use

ASHOK CHATURVEDI 
Chairman and Managing Director

UFlex Limited 
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We at Flex believe that plastic is a problem that

can be solved and as a plastic manufacturer, we are
trying to get to the goal of creating a world where

you don’t see plastic where it isn’t supposed to be.
Project Plastic Fix advocates the message that the

problem of plastic is fixable and achievable.

INNOVATIONS IMPLEMENTED/
CONTRIBUTED to Achieving Net Zero
Flex Films offers an entire range of post-consumer grade PCR films
having up to 100% post-consumer recycled PET content under the brand 
name AsclepiusTM . This film’s technology is a family of plain, treated,
coated, high barrier, and heat-sealable BOPET films based on 100% PCR
polymer content. With Flex’s pioneering technology, an extremely high
level of PCR content in the film is being met to accelerate the greening
demand of the global economy. Over the years, we have been conferred 
several global industry awards by the Flexible Packaging Association, 
USA, and AIMCAL for technical excellence and sustainability.

STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE Net Zero
Our strategy to achieve net zero is based on four principles

1. REDUCE | ASCLEPIUS™: Up to 100% post-consumer recycled 
content (PCR) BOPET barrier film to reduce the use of virgin plastic 
at source and replace it with recycled content.

2. RECYCLE | MLP WASTE INTO GRANULES - Flex established recycling 
units in its plants three decades ago that convert multi-layer mixed 
plastic waste into granules that are used to manufacture industrial 
& household products.

3. REUSE | PYROLYSIS PLANT: Converting its waste plastic into fuel
4. RETURN | 100% super earth friendly biodegradable packaging 

that breaks down under ambient conditions.

NET ZERO Goals 
At Flex Films, we have a global sustainability program called ‘Project 
Plastic Fix’, the most holistic solution to resolve the Stock & Flow 
issue of plastics. UFlex’s unique method of reusing any kind of multi-
layer plastic or laminate waste and making new products (10,000+ 
unique products) ensures that waste exits the environment &  
re-enters people’s lives. The second method, Pyrolysis, converts plastic 
waste back into fuel that can be incinerated to produce energy. UFlex 
employs an anaerobic system that does not produce any emissions. 
The third method is Asclepius films composed of 100% PCR content
that have similar properties as their standard fossil fuel-based substrate 
twins. These films create an endless loop of polymer that is used and 
reused to make the same new product every time.

MAJOR CHALLENGES TOWARDS 
ACHIEVING Net Zero
There’s a lot of talk and discussion on plastic recycling and the world 
is still debating a practical solution to address the plastic crisis. The 
biggest challenge to solving the plastic crisis is capital allocation. The 
stakeholders are waiting to see whether that comes via the government 
and regulations or if consumers, through their buying patterns and 
habits, force the industry to change and spend that capital. 

RECOMMENDED SHIFTS TO ENSURE THE 
INDUSTRY MEETS ITS net zero goals
Despite most of the technology that exists today, the real issue of the problem of the
‘flow’ of polymers that are spit out by large scale manufacturers is that global 
waste collection and sorting systems are the exact opposite of their manufacturing 
brethren. This leads to the inevitable issue that some plastic waste will end up on 
the curbs of city streets, parks and mountain reserves, and as marine waste. The 
only way to change this is by changing human habits and behaviors, but that is an 
insurmountable task. Thus, Flex went in the opposite direction to solve this flow issue. 
We made our solution human-proof: The world’s first fully biodegradable laminate 
that converts into biomass upon degradation.

ANANTSHREE CHATURVEDI
Vice Chairman and CEO 

Flex Films International

MILESTONES ACHIEVED IN the last five years
We were the first company, back in 1994, to establish recycling plants where multi-layer 
(MLP) plastics, considered difficult to recycle, could be treated and were recognized by the “Davos Recycling Forum” 
and the Government of India for our pioneering efforts in this direction. UFlex won the Packaging Gateway Excellence 
Awards 2020 in ‘Environmental Impact’ for driving the circular economy with its path-breaking technology to recycle MLP 
packaging waste homogeneously. In FY23, we have been conferred several awards including the Outstanding Work in 
Circularity Award and the FPA silver award. 
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